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August 12, 2012
Suzan Covington
5235 Mission Oaks Blvd. #372
Camarillo, California 93012

To: Whom it may concern,
Re: Confirmation of witnessing Steven Michael King's skills, desire to test him, his
products available via www.transformationalbreakthroughs.org, and possible

collaborations of various types.
This is to confirm we both attended an Energy Medicine/Energy Psychology/Subtle
Energy Sciences workshop held Friday through Sunday last July on the campus of
California Institute of Human Sciences, with the Lab "Psy-Tek" there on campus.
1) WITNESSING STEVENS SKILLS DURING THE LECTURES- this is to confirm
that I learned from attendees(I was at my vendor booth during the 3 day event) where
many people were mentioning how Steven's abilities became very apparent during the
various lectures by the different leaders in the topics due to his high level comments &
clairvoyant observations of energy. I heard some of the comments of the Ph.D. or MD, or
whomever was giving the lecture/slide show/performance of products and also some of
the attendees kept mentioning during the breaks (in front of the vendor booths) how
Steven seemed accurate each time, this piquing folk’s curiosity very much in his skills
&inventions...
2) WITNESSING STEVEN'S SKILLS IN REAL TIME DESCRIBING ACCURATELY
WHAT MY EQUIPMENT WAS DOING AS I WAS DOING SESSIONS OR
DEMONSTRATIONS & CORRELATING IT TO WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN
PEOPLES BODIES IN REAL TIMEA)as I was doing some real time demonstration of the iPad App for real time Quantum
Bio-Feedback , Steven began commenting on how energy was flowing in peoples bodies
including meridians ,chakras & other. He was describing this in real time which was
consistent with what the equipment was either measuring or balancing. He seemed
accurate each time when describing pain or energy flow in a customer
B)Steven was able to perceive &describe the fields movement in real time with an
incredible degree of accuracy including what shape of field was intended to be balanced,
which directions it would spin, when & how it would pulse, when it would modulate up
&down frequencies & even the color ranges of the balancing. He also was able to
describe what different components were doing consistent with when I had them
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turned on or not, and what they were doing consistent with what they were intended to
do.
C) The Research Director,(Dr Gaetan Chevalier) for the accredited research lab (PsyTek) linked to the University also witnessed this and in front of my table invited Steven
to do testing in the lab under controlled conditions to test materials and or devices
designed to help shield folks from cell phone radiation. They both left the area. Many of
us were curios how it was going to turn out, as nobody had ever seen a clairvoyant or
empath or other, be as accurate with describing energy flow each time on various
different situations observed. I too was interested having heard him validating what my
equipment was doing & what my customers were experiencing, so we paid attention
when they emerged from the lab &walked back towards my table where one of the lab
owner, Dr Mary Clark was standing, watching how people were reacting to the iPad App
Quantum Bio-Feedback equipment & other things taking place.
D) THE LAB PERFORMANCE WAS MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN EXPECTEDwhen Dr Chevalier & the other Lab person emerged from the lab, you could tell by their
physiology something major had happened. I heard Dr Chevalier describe to Dr Clark
how "Steven has saved us well over a dozen hours of lab testing, because of
recommendations he made & his very detailed feedback".....he went on to explain that
beyond simply being able to describe when the silenced phone was off or on(Steven had
eyes closed & phone had ringer turned off while strapped to his head) he could tell when
a call came in, if it went to voice mail, if it connected, and when it would
disconnect.....and this happened simultaneously with his breathing, heart rate & other
bio-feedback measuring equipment registering, at same time each event
happened(meaning Steven's body was functioning like an antenna) and what the Dr was
especially excited about was how Steven was describing which materials helped, which
did not, how the field would change shapes with different things, and most importantly,
how to shape devices so the field curved away from a persons head etc!
E)DESIRE TO TEST STEVEN, SOME OF HIS PRODUCTS & POSSIBLE
COLLABORATIONS-as a result of what we witnessed that weekend, we're interested
in testing Steven before and after certain sessions, as time permits, beginning this
Friday. We’re happy to test a little at a time (an hour here, a half hour there, in between
my previously booked sessions which are booked solid days in advance) as we can create
space for and to send back screen shots as applicable......if things go as expected we hope
to talk with Steven about potential collaborations, as timing and schedules of the various
parties may allow. We are also open to doing a radio show with Steven, as time and
circumstances permit.
Sincerely,
________________
Suzan Covington, for Infinite Quantum Possibilities,Aug 7,2012
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